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A lot of high schools use their unique culture and history to create familiar images in their brand
marks but the below mentioned educational institutes have crafted monograms that are distinct and
quite different from the crowd.

Below mentioned are some of the most unique and distinct high school symbols that are crafted for
their sports teams:

1. Lauren Hill:

This Florida based high school used an image of a hobo for their high school logo. The image
consists of a uniformed man with a stick and pack on one hand and a basket ball on the other hand.
The man is wearing a yellow t-shirt with a bow and a jacket. The bright colors of the monogram
make it unique and attractive.

2. Huntington Beach:

They are located in California and their team name is Huntington Beach Oilers. It consists of two big
initials â€œHBâ€•. A man is seen leaning against the letters with a wrench and there is small oil fountain
near him. There is a view to the city and a tower in the background. The entire illustration is created
in black and white which makes it chic and contemporary.

3. Avon:

Avon is based in Connecticut and their sports team is called Avon Old Farms Winged Beavers. The
picture consists of an image of a bear with wings that is carrying an ice hockey stick. Bright colors
are used for the illustration. Red and brown are prominent colors in the image that makes it
energetic and lively.

4. Poca:

This educational institute is located in West Virginia. Their sports team is called Poca Dots which
features a giant red colored dot. The expression on the dotâ€™s face is fierce that makes it stand out
from the crowd. Overall, the poca dot is one of the most unique designs that have ever been seen
for high school monograms.

5. Richland:

They are located in Washington. Their team name is Richland bombers. The monogram created in
simple and unique. It consists of a giant letter R that is accompanied by a cloud. The green color of
the letter keeps the focus on the image. White color is used for the cloud.

6. Mitchell:

Located in South Dalota, their team emblem is distinct and playful. The team is called Mitchell
Kernels and a picture of a corn cob is used in the monogram. The cartoon corn cob is sitting on the
floor and winking at its viewers. He carried a small flag with the initial â€œMKâ€•. Overall, the image is
bright and playful.
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7. New Berlin:

This educational institute is located in Illinois and their state schoolâ€™s sports team is called the New
Berlin Pretzel. Their school logo for the sports is the team name placed in the form of an orange
pretzel. The blue background with orange colored fonts makes it attractive and distinct. This symbol
is unparallel and unique.
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